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Rubbermaid Pulse™
Floor Cleaning System

KEY SELLING POINTS

INTRODUCTION

Availability date in Europe: 02/06/2008

Ideal tool for spot cleaning, cleaning between cleanings and small areas cleaning
Saves time and money, 50 % faster, more efficient cleaning vs a traditional mop bucket

system
Exceptionally durable and easy to use, unlike other juice-on-board systems

KEY MARKET FACTS

Eliminating the bucket for improved productivity

About 30% of cleaning jobs are too small to justify mixing an entire bucket with water and 
chemicals. In addition, in many situations, like on stairs, high traffic areas or small rooms, a 
bucket is hard to manoeuvre and inefficient.

Limited efficient competitive offerings

Existing juice-on-board systems are leaking, hard-to-use and inefficient for a daily usage.

Ergonomics in the workplace

European Cleaning contractors have to ensure the health, safety and wellbeing at the 
cleaning work of all their employees. They need to use efficient tools that helps reducing RSI 
(Repetitive Stress Injuries) and MSDs (Musculoskeletal Disorders).

Prevalence of nosocomial infections in hospitals

Nosocomial Infections have become endemic in many regions where it adds to the 
morbidity, mortality, and cost of Healthcare. Juice-on-Board system is the ideal solution for 
spot cleaning (blood spills) in Healthcare. In combination with Ultra-fine Microfibre Mops, it is 
the most efficient cleaning solution to remove bacteria.
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Rubbermaid Pulse™
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

NON-SLIP TIP
When placed against a wall
this tip helps prevent the
handle from sliding and 
falling.

TRIGGER HANDLE
Red ergonomic trigger handle
dispenses three streams of 
Cleaning solution with each
press. One-handed
operation. Helps reducing RSI
(Repetitive Stress Injuries).

LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION
Weighs 1.7 kg only when
fully loaded with solution.

ON-BOARD FLUID RESERVOIR
High-capacity refillable reservoir holds
0.6L of solution to clean up to 80 m2
of floor space. Reservoir windows
allow easy monitoring of fluid level.
On-board fluid reservoir considerably
improves aesthetics.
Can not be used with Bleach.

CLEAN CONNECT™ CAP
In combination with a Pulse™ Caddy,
the user is not exposed to chemicals.

QUICK-CONNECT SYSTEM
40 cm Aluminium Frame included.
Also works with Rubbermaid 28 
and 60 cm Aluminium Frames and 
Mops.

ON-DEMAND DELIVERY
Press the trigger handles to dispense three 
streams of cleaning solution
behind the mop (non-atomising for 
greener cleaning).

Q969 RUBBERMAID PULSE™ MOPPING KIT
Includes:
Trigger Handle with Fluid Reservoir and one 40 cm Aluminium Frame

CLEAN CONNECT™ CAP
In combination with a Pulse™
Caddy Q966 to clean up to 
930 m².
Designed to be securely 
transported in Rubbermaid 
Cleaning Carts for efficient
on-the-go refills.

LARGE REFILL OPENING
Reservoir features a wide refill 
port for easy manual refilling.

TWO REFILLING OPTIONS

Q471-58 HIGH-ABSORBENCY MOP
The Pulse holds 0.6L of liquid
and the High Absorbency Mop will hold up to
0.7L of liquid to clean up to 80 m². They 
work great together!

Q966 – PULSE™ CADDY
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FEATURES & BENEFITS

FEATURES ADVANTAGES BENEFITS

0.6L Capacity Clean large area before refilling Productivity: Clean Faster 

Ergonomic Trigger Design Can be squeezed with 3 fingers Safety: Less stress on 
hands

Large fill opening at waist 
level (instead of at top of 
handle)

When hand refilling, easier to 
pour in. Not near user’s eyes

Safety: Less likely to spill, 
get in eyes, or breathe 
vapors

Full-length fill view windows Easy to see liquid is in 
reservoir

Productivity: Refill only 
when necessary

Three Stream Liquid 
Dispensing

Spreads liquid evenly behind 
the mop frame- Non-atomizing

Performance: Consistent 
cleaning

Pulse™ Caddy fits securely 
into cleaning cart

Allows user to lock Pulse 
Caddy inside cart, even when 
using

Safety: Keeps chemicals 
away from kids / patients 

Clean Connect™ when 
refilling Pulse™ tool with 
Pulse™ Caddy

1 Step for hands-free refilling Safety: No spills from 
overflowing when refilling, 
less exposure to vapors

2-years guarantee Durable Lower maintenance costs

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q: Do Microfibre Mops come with the Pulse™ system?
A: NO. The Microfibre Mops are sold separately.

Q: What is the most appropriate Mop to use with the Pulse™ system?
A: For smaller jobs, use the standard Q477 Microfibre Wet Mop or the Q470 Microfibre Wet 
Mop with Scrubber. For larger jobs and areas, use the Q471 High Absorbency Mop.

Q: Can I use the Pulse™ to apply floor finish?
A: NO. The new Flow Finish System is for finish application. Finish will clog the Pulse.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q: What chemicals can I use in the Pulse?
A: Neutral floor cleaners, quat or phenolic disinfectants, and ceramic tile floor cleaners. Do 
NOT use Bleach in the Pulse™.

Q: Which Microfibre Mops can I use with the Pulse™?
A: The Pulse™ comes with a 40 cm frame, so use any 40 cm Microfibre Wet Mop. If you 
choose to add an 28 cm or 60 cm frame, also use the Microfibre Wet Mops with them as 
well. 28 cm frame is particularly appropriate for stairs cleaning.

Q: Can I Microfibre Dust Mop with the Pulse™?
A: Absolutely! The Pulse™ is designed to not drip and leak like many competitive units. 
Therefore, you can use an appropriately sized Microfibre Dust Mops first and then switch to 
a Microfibre Wet Mop before dispensing liquid.

Q: Will the Pulse™ leak if laid on its side?
A: NO. The Pulse™ will not leak, even if stored upside down.

Q: Does the Pulse™ replace the Q950 Charging Bucket?
A: NO. Some will still prefer using the Charging Bucket system. Each has its advantages. 
You can actually use the Pulse WITH the Charging Bucket. For instance, when cleaning in 
Healthcare it is common to clean the vinyl tile floor in the patient room with a neutral cleaner 
(fill Charging Bucket with Neutral Cleaner) and then clean the tile bathroom with a 
disinfectant (Fill Pulse™ with Disinfectant). 

Q: Is the Pulse™ Caddy included with the Pulse™ Floor Cleaning Kit?
A: NO. The Pulse™ Caddy with Clean Connect™ technology is sold separately.

Q: Can I use the Pulse™ Caddy even if I do not have a new Rubbermaid Cleaning Cart?
A: YES. The Pulse™ Caddy has been designed to fit on the shelf of any of our carts.


